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Friday, November 11th, 2022, at 7:00 PM
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(Northeast of the intersection of Fountain/Academy)
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January 14th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting CANCELLED
Contest: {to be determined} Program:
February 11th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: Railroad structure Program: Arduinos
March 11th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: Rolling stock Program: Southern Pacific’s Daylight
April 8th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: “Bent Screwdriver” Program: {to be determined}
(Unusual April Fools items)

May 13th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: Steam Program: {to be determined}
June 10th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
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July 8th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: Photos RR Program: {to be determined}
August 12th, 2022 (Friday)
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September 9th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: {to be determined} Program: Joe & Kristin’s Alaskan
Adventures
October 14th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: {to be determined} Program: Flat Cars and Their Loads
November 11th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: {to be determined} Program: {to be determined}
December 9th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Program: Xmas Party
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The Milepost, Volume 42, Number 11, November 2022, is published monthly, as an
electronic document (Adobe PDF file), by, and under the authority of, the Pikes Peak
Division (Rocky Mountain Region), of the National Model Railroad Association. Our
meetings are usually held on the second Friday of each month at the Sand Creek Police
Station, 950 Academy Park Loop (northeast of the intersection of Fountain and Academy),
in Colorado Springs, Colorado, at 7:00 PM. Please come to one of our meetings. We would
love to meet you. All scales are welcome. Besides our monthly meeting, we have swap meets, train shows, and other model
railroads (and railroad) activities. All content in this journal is copyrighted to its respective owner unless otherwise noted.
Please do not use content from this newsletter in other publications, newspapers, magazines, books, websites, etcetera,
without explicit case-by-case permission. The editor of The Milepost is Mr. David Bristow. He can be contacted at the e-mail
address of: dave@bristow-family.org Thank you.

Next Meeting on Friday, November 11
Our meeting will be held at: The Sand Creek Police Station, 950 Academy Park Loop (northeast of
the intersection of Fountain and Academy), in Colorado Springs, Colorado
Be sure to check out the Rocky Mountain NMRA Callboard: https://www.rmrnmra.org/callboard.htm

Editor’s Thoughts
Like many of you I belong to several mail groups, one of which discuses Canadian railways.
Recently an interesting dialog about Dash 9 locomotives intrigued me, so I did some research via
Google and Wikipedia. Canadian National Railway starting in 1993 acquired a total of 228 Dash 9
locomotives with road numbers 2500-272. Just one of those locomotives hauled approximately 20
million tons of freight over approximately 2 million miles across North America. They have been the
workhorses for CN in moving freight from city to city across Canada and into the USA. CN decide
rather than retiring the fleet they contracted with Wabtec Corporation headquartered in Pittsburgh
PA to modernize 50 units. The work consisting of a major overhaul, replacing DC motors with AC
ones, upgrading control systems, and upgrading the diesel engines is being accomplished in
Wabtec’s plant in Fort Worth, TX. These enhancements will extend the locomotive’s life; enhance
fuel efficiency by more than 17%; improve reliability by around 30%; and increase haulage ability
more than 55%. These enhancements will also reduce greenhouse emissions and operating costs.
The photo1 below shows the Fort Worth shops work on two of the CN Dash 9 locomotives.

Too bad for me that I model in the 70’s and early 80’s as there were no Dash 9s!
Last month I mentioned that a modular club in Ottawa that uses XTrkCad to define their modules
and then combine multiple modules into a layout. They adopted two standards, one of which is
Free-Mo. So, when I visited the Rial Fair I was impressed to find a small but interesting Free-Mo
1

The phot was taken from Wabtec’s web site: https://www.wabteccorp.com/a-complete-locomotivetransformation
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layout. Wade had mentioned in the past he was looking to acquire a module, but ultimately built one,
which was part of the Rail Fair layout. Well done! Not that the Fee-Mo was the only layout, there
were multiple layouts, all very impressive.
Me a culpa! Charlotte had sent me a couple of photos sometime ago after the Greeley Museum visit
that I failed to publish. So, here they are a little late!
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Conductor’s Corner
Well - It's November again and we still have a lot going on in Model Railroading. Towards the end of
this month, we still have another train show up in Loveland and if you've been reading your e-mails,
Roy is having another Grand Opening of his new store in the Chapel Hills Mall. Roy states that it is
about twice the size of the current store he is leaving. At our Meeting on the 11th -(Veterans Day)we will be discussing our December Christmas Party and gift exchange + our regular election of
officers for the 2023 calendar year. As stated before, I am not asking to be retained as your
Superintendent another year. I enjoyed being your Superintendent this year but would not give
myself a very satisfactory performance grade. We still struggle with meeting attendance and its
content - including myself. I WILL be asking all the other division officers to announce if they wish
to remain in office, run for another office or NOT seek office for this coming year. Participation in
our division is what either makes -or- breaks the strength of our division or any organization. I hope
everyone who attended the Rail Fair in Pueblo had a very good time as our own Module Group did
another wonderful job representing our division at the state fair grounds. Bravo!!!
Wade Mountz
Superintendent

Drawing Prizes Preview
By Tony Pawlicki
“Teaser” preview of some prizes available at the drawing during intermission at the November 2022
Pikes Peak Division NMRA meeting. The idea is to entice more members to our meetings. HEY –
feel free - encouraged, even - to bring/donate surprise items! The more the merrier! (Wade’s and
Mr. Lugg’s donations won’t last forever, folks.)
(SOME OF) THE NOVEMBER MEETING OFFERINGS (returning to rolling stock-heavy selections):
NOTE: RESEARCH TIPS:
•
•
•

Web site www.worthpoint.com helped identify manufacturer of several models received without
boxes.
Googling “Pennsylvania Railroad gondola model 344304” identified PRR 344304 as a Fleischmann
product.
(Then I looked at the bottom, where it said Fleischmann- duh! So, there’s another tip – look at the
bottom!)

Fleischman 52’ 6” 70-ton HO scale gondola model, PENNSYLVANIA 344304, build date April 1941.
Tony Pawlicki donation. This is one of two near-identical models bought (stolen really - $6 for the
pair in a single old Athearn Blue Box) from Jack Sousa’s NMRA Store tables at the recent TECO train
show. They’d been partly upgraded to replace truck swivel mounted couplers with Kadee #5’s in
Kadee coupler pockets glued to gondola’s body. Result was couplers very high relative to Kadee
gauge (presumably original swivel couplers had been much lower relative to the body). Based on
lever-type brake gear providing clearance for the ends to drop outwards, these are drop-end
gondolas, though the models do not have functioning drop ends.
Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

33” Kadee wheelsets, weathered, shined treads.
Replaced cast-on grab irons with formed wire.
Added cut levers and brackets (standard technique: eye bolt outer support, 40 mil square styrene
inner support super-glued to bottoms of coupler pockets, formed wire cut lever).
No modern placards/stencils (ACI placard, Consolidated Stencil, U1 wheel inspection stencil).
Lowered couplers to match Kadee gauge by lowering body by machining body to remove excess
bolster boss thickness and to provide truck frame clearance past the bolsters.
TECO-toughened glued on coupler pockets by adding 1-72 machine screws holding pockets to
gondola body.
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40’ tank car GATX 30905. An Athearn HO scale blue box model. One of Mr. Lugg’s donations.
Features
•

As received:
•
•

•

Plastic couplers.
Plastic wheels.

Added goodies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kadee #5 couplers.
Weathered trucks.
Replaced wheelsets with weathered Kadee 33” wheelsets with metal wheels, shined treads.
TECO-toughened coupler pockets with 1-72 brass machine screws for pivots to retain coupler box
covers.
Cut levers and associated brackets.
NO modern era features (such as AEI transponders, Consolidated Stencils, ACI placards).

WC 55160, HO scale 52’ 6” 100-ton gondola. Roundhouse (ex-Model Die Casting) model. One of
Mr. Lugg’s donations.
Features
•

As received:
•
•
•
•

•

Kadee #5 couplers.
Plastic wheelsets.
Missing one stirrup step.
Consolidated stencils.

Added goodies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drilled out holes in roping staples.
Weathered trucks.
Replaced wheelsets with weathered Kadee 36” wheelsets with metal wheels, shined treads.
Replaced missing stirrup step with A-Line formed brass.
Cut levers and associated brackets.
Secured loose coupler pocket covers with styrene shims.
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50’ single sliding door boxcar, D&RGW 91069, HO scale Roundhouse (ex-Model Die Casting) model.
One of Mr. Lugg’s donations.
Features
•

As received:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Die cast metal floor/frame.
Kadee #5 couplers.
Plastic wheelsets.
Missing triple valve.
Missing 2 stirrup steps.
NO modern era features (such as AEI transponders, Consolidated Stencils, ACI placards); has roof
walk, high side, and end ladders.

Added goodies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weathered trucks.
Replaced wheelsets with weathered Kadee 33” wheelsets with metal wheels, shined treads.
Replaced missing stirrup steps with A-Line formed brass.
Replaced missing triple valve (those leftover parts drawers come in handy).
Cut levers and associated brackets.
Secured loose coupler pocket covers with styrene shims.
Replaced sheet metal truck screws with threaded 2-56 machine screws.
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September Wavy Rails
By Joe Costa
Now this is a real wavy rail:

:

This is just plain spaghetti

Time to Work on Your US Tourist Railroad Bucket List?
Most of these pictures come from this link:
https://www.timeout.com/usa/things-to-do/most-scenic-train-rides-in-america
I have been on five of these trains.
This is the Rocky Mountaineer, Denver to Moab, in Glenwood Springs:
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The photo on the linked website above is a Gold Leaf bi-level full dome on their Canadian route. The
Moffat Tunnel (one of 28 on the route) cannot handle full height domes. The picture above is a
single level Silver Leaf car.

The train peels off the Union Pacific’s Denver-Salt Lake City route just west of the Colorado-Utah
state line at Brendel, Utah, where the 37-mile Cane Creek Branch was constructed by the D&RGW in
the mid-1960s to capture potash business. The trackage never hosted passenger service and didn’t
directly serve nearby Moab, Utah, which is about 25 miles south of the junction.
Alaska Railroad’s Denali Star (and Extended family):
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Above is a view of a dome car with the observation open deck.
The earliest dome cars came from the Hiawatha:

These Budd cars were the inspiration for the Bachmann McKinley cars.
Below is what our Wilderness Express private car ultra-dome looked like. Royal Caribbean also uses
these cars. They were built by Colorado Railcar. Colorado Railcar, and its predecessor Rader
Railcar, constructed a total of 44 cars. All 44 were purchased by touring companies in Alaska and
Canada. The second one below is the layout of our car.
This link talks a little more about the development of the ultradomes and the cruise line tie in.
http://www.trainweb.org/ultradomes/history.html
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Open lower-level platform (old color scheme):

Some cruise lines like Princess and Holland America have their logos on dome cars:

Bachmann sells a Denali Express train set with Princess dome cars paint jobs:
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These cruise lines, both owned by parent company Carnival Cruises, operate the largest fleet of
dome railcars in Alaska, which included the McKinley Explorer.
This looks just like the older set that Bachmann sold:

Railroad barges were used to transport the passenger cars up to Alaska:
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There are three ways to have the Alaska Railroad Experience:
1. Directly through the Railroad.
2. Through a tour company (which includes hotel stays and side tours).
3. Through a cruise line at the start or end of a one-way cruise --- meals are not included as are some
excursions. Credit card you used on the ship will be billed for hotel stays.

The Ship to Airport Train Transfers
If you are a cruiser but not ready for the full-blown multiday rail adventure, you can take the train
between the Anchorage Airport and the cruise dock at Seward or Whittier at the beginning or end of
a one-way cruise:
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Alaska RR at Whittier

Real airport trains are rare in America.
Where the Real Adventure Begins
In our case, the only option was a bus ride from the pier in Seward, to the hotels in Anchorage, with a
stop at an animal rescue center along the way. We boarded the train next morning at the Anchorage
station.
The private car barely visible at the end of the train is the type we rode on.

DMU 751 --- there can be only one: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2eAkoH8SdM
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In our case, the only option was a bus ride from the pier in Seward, to the hotels in Anchorage, with a
stop at an animal rescue center along the way. We boarded the train next morning at the Anchorage
station.
The private car barely visible at the end of the train is the type we rode on.

This is the Grand Canyon Railroad --- it was great ride between Williams and the Canyon Rim:

One Saturday a month, one of the steam engines pulls the train (with a “helper” diesel):
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Amtrak Coastal Starlight:
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This is the Napa Valley Wine Train:
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Amtrak Empire Builder:

This is the Great Smoky Railroad:
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Our Very Own Durango & Silverton:

This railroad is on the island of Oahu, in Hawaii:
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Here is its cousin on Kauai that we rode:

This is the Mount Washington Cog Railroad we rode:

This is the Amtrak Ethan Allen Express:
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Let me know if you have broken my record (or if you have been on a train that you think should have
been included).

VHS to PC Archaeology:
As promised, I researched the procedure and equipment required to convert VHS tapes into video
files.
What you need is a VHS (or camera), RCA cables, software, and a USB converter to play the video
and sound on the PC. I use the Roxio USB/RCA converter and software. Saving the video on the PC
when it’s done is optional.
Roxio converter and software and RCA cables and a Sony VHS/DVD player was under $75 total.
The player and cables I got from Goodwill and the ARC and the converter from BestBuy (also
available on eBay).
“Colorado’s Narrow-Gauge Railroads” was the first tape I converted. The VHS from the Trolley
Museum will be my next project (as soon as I figure out where I hid it).
Bottom line if there is a VHS tape you like, don’t despair, it can be converted.
Alternatively, you can use an adaptor like this, powered by USB, to display via HDMI cable.

Notes from The Siding
By John Emmot
It’s that time again. What has the last month provided? Rail Fair in Pueblo was the weekend
following the last meeting. Love a quick turnaround, huh :>(. Sorta like the September TECO, they
put on a great show and those who attended were treated to a good time. There just weren’t as
many as we had hoped for. Attendance exceeded the previous Rail Fair, but wasn’t the Grand Slam it
could have been. Mark fielded a great 44 X 45 boomerang layout for the PPD. Lots of good consists
graced the rails through the show. Too many to enumerate. PikeMasters had some of their new
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Freemo HO modules and the Ngineers were there, re-branded, with their T-Trak setup. There were
several small self-contained N scale layouts. The DenLUG LEGO folks had trains and other
structures on display. The Venue was a good location for a show, though there was some extra care
needed in the module leveling work. We can now look forward to the next TECO setup in Colorado
Springs in February of 2023.
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The Calhan depot project continues to move forward, albeit with a skeleton crew. Bill Lugg has
become the default deck carpenter with support from Greg and others on the ground. Both ends and
half of the north side have new decking and the materials to finish the deck and fascia are now in
hand. All we need now is labor and good weather. I miss the days when I could have been in the
middle of the fray. Assuming the weather cooperates; Jim has scheduled a workday for November
12, the day following our next meeting.
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Roy’s Trains is moving again. It’s just down the hall in the Mall this time. Last I heard he was hoping
to open again on the 12th. He has a new larger 12X12 operating layout to go with the 4X8 that had
the window in the last store. We have reconnected the layout pieces, but the tracks need to be
reconnected to run trains. Mark and Amber have made great progress with it, but I’m not sure it’s
ready to run yet. I’m sure anyone with track laying experience would be welcome to work on it. Roy
has about 11,000 square feet now. About half of it is dedicated to retail display and sales. The rest
is for layouts, swap meet space, meeting rooms and storage. Drop by and say hello. He is upstairs
at the end of the old Sears wing in the Chapel Hills Mall.
I’m out of time and ambition. Hope to see a bunch of folks ‘round the roundhouse Friday evening.

October 2022 Minutes
Secretary, John Emmot
The regular monthly meeting was called to order by Superintendent, Wade Mountz at 7:00 in the
community room of the Sand Creek Police Station. There were 18 members, and no visitors present.
The minutes of the September meeting were approved as published in the MilePost.

Treasurers Report
Tony had provided an email update to the officers on activity in the PPD bank account and he
passed out hard copies at the meeting. The statement covered the income from last month, the
September drawing and the monthly interest to $0.11. The statement was accepted as submitted.
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Tony asked about the status of an outstanding check which he had issued to cover printing of PPD
brochures. Kristin will investigate. Motion was made and passed to allow Tony to spend an
additional $500.00 Christmas party gifts. Motion was made and passed to authorize Jack Sousa to
purchase and bring a Christmas cake.

Meeting Discussions
Elizabeth presented a candid and comprehensive report on the September TECO show and the
current condition of the TECO organization. It was announced that TECO has made arrangements to
have a weekend show on February 4-5. The show will be at the Colorado Springs Event Center in
Hall B, the larger southern space. Flyers for the February 2023 show were handed out. There was a
wide-ranging discussion about the train shows, their format and volunteer and financial support for
such events. No binding conclusions were adopted.
Wade will contact the Rocky Mountain Region about financial support for a trifold display for NMRA
materials at Division events. Elizabeth indicated she would maintain it, if it became available.
Wade surfaced the issue of NMRA insurance for the Division. He provided a copy of the RMR
insurance certificate for filing with the Division records.
Wade reminded everyone that next month is nominations for the 2023 PPD officers. He will not
volunteer for reelection as Superintendent. Tony indicated that he was willing to continue as
treasurer. The membership should consider the options for office before the November meeting.
Elections will be held at the December meeting.
A break for refreshments was taken.
Following the break, Tony conducted the drawing for the prizes listed in the last Milepost.

Old business
There was no old business.

Contest
The contest had several entries for flatcar loads. The winners were Wade Mountz, Tony Pawlicki
and Bill LaFollette in that order.
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Program
The program was flatcar loads with various members showing and describing one or more
examples of flatcars and loads they had built. Wade wrapped it up with several of his own loads
with an acknowledgement of Alan Hutchins who had started him down the path many years ago.
Many interesting and unique projects were covered.
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Meeting adjourned at 8:37.

30.
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TECO Tidbits
By Elizabeth Maline
It’s November! And so hard to believe that Thanksgiving is right around the corner. If you’re in the
mood to travel•
•

Rails Along the Rio Grande happens November 19 and 20 at the Balloon Fiesta Park in Albuquerque,
NM.
The weekend after Thanksgiving, November 26 and 27, is the Holiday Edition of the Rocky Mountain
Train Show at The Ranch Events Complex, 5280 Arena Circle Loveland, CO.

TECO is preparing for its show on February 4 and 5 at the Colorado Springs Event Center. We’ll see
you there!
In other news, it’s election season! If you turn on the TV for 5 minutes, it’s hard to miss this news.
TECO is looking for new members to join our current hard-working crew. And, if you’re interested,
there is a place for you on the TECO board. Our elections will take place in December. We won’t
railroad you immediately into an elected board position. We want you for your brains and, yes, your
brawn. Seriously, are you an organizer, have innovative ideas, or have other skills to offer? Don’t be
shy- we’d love for you to join us.
TTFN-

Pikes Peak “N”Gineers Model Railroad Club
By Mike Peck
Superintendent’s Corner

Do I need to say more?

Nessie does exist!!

Superintendent’s Corner
Well, here it is, NOVEMBER, and the club has shown no signs of slowing down. November 3rd
through the 6th finds the membership running trains at the Colorado Christmas gift show at the
Colorado Springs Event Center. Then at our November business meeting we will be nominating
members for 2023’s PPNG board. Then on November 26 & 27th a few members will be running
trains at the Rocky Mountain Railroad Show in Loveland, more on these events later.
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At the October business meeting the idea of approaching some of the senior centers around town to
see if they would like the club to setup and run trains, could be either a one day or two-day event or
longer. I’ll need to dust off those old phone numbers and see if they are still good.
This means we need to complete those scenes on the T-TRAK modules. There is some discussion
of making a few specialty modules to help expand our layout. With this idea in mind the
membership needs to start looking at getting our own tables and a trailer to haul all the T-TRAK
equipment and modules to events. I can see happening in 2023.
MTL and trailer will be the project for November. The plan is to put all MTL modules in storage for
now, hoping to find them a home. I hope to have room in my garage to store and later take a part the
rack that holds the Plexi-Glass, legs, squeeze clamps, “C” clamps, and power supplies. Will also
store the light box until we find a home or a new use for it. I’ll be working on a schedule to get this
all done. Once the trailer is empty, we’ll make plans on selling it off.

Colorado Christmas Gift Show
It appears this is going to be an annual event for the Pikes Peak T-TRAKers. Thursday November 3rd
we will meet at the Colorado Spring Event Center at 10am to set up the T-TRAK layout. This should
take about 2 hours so we can test the track. If you want your modules in the display but can’t be
there to help, please make arrangements with Mike to get them there.
Show hours for Friday, Saturday, and Sunday are 10am to 5pm all three days. I’ll check to see when
we can get into the building before the show, hopefully at 9 or 9:30am so we can get set up and
running. Unfortunately, we will not be next to Santa this year. Maybe he’ll come over and visit.

Rocky Mountain Train Show
As of this writing we have three members planning on attending this event. Glenn Hobbs is the
dispatcher for this show. If you can attend, please let Glenn know and he can give you the hotel info
and hours of operations for the show. There will be a few large vendors there looking at the T-TRAK
modules, like KATO, so scenic modules are a must. This event will be set up on Friday November 25,
and show on Saturday the 26, and Sunday the 27th in Loveland.

November Business meeting
The November business meeting will include nominations for board members for the 2023 fiscal
year. If anyone would like to run for an office let Mike know so he can get you on the ballet. The
following positions are open for nominations – Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent, Station
Master, Paymaster, and four members-at-Large. As of this writing, Dave is the only current board
member wishing to retain his position as Station Master. Chris said he would run but would prefer
someone else to take over the Paymaster post.

Rail Fair
This year’s Rail Fair allowed the club to set up both sales tables and the T-TRAK layout in the new
venue for the PMRA. Sales did very well, and we moved some inventory including the “HO” Civil War
set. The T-TRAK layout proved to be a little trouble. Ended up that we had not had new instructions
on setting up the power box with newly installed Raspberry PI and PR-3.
In time we will learn how to do that.
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Debby & Mary getting the sales tables ready.

T-TRAK layout.

Two more views of the layout.

The SLEEPING Beauties!!!?
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Nessie does exist!!!

Kift’s Railroad Museum.

Steve’s container yard using 3D printed containers.
The scenery on the modules is coming along nicely, by next year we should have quite a nicelooking layout to show off.

Editor’s Notes
I want to thank everyone who sent photos for the Rail Head – Chris Dueker, John Drier, Steve
Tesnear, and a special one from Connie Dueker below.

Need I say more?
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The Lighter Rail
By Kristin Phillips
It’s November and what do our thoughts turn to? Veteran’s Day? The Commander in Chief’s Trophy?
(If you’re an Air force fan, they beat Army and Navy to recapture the trophy they lost in 2016.)
Or……Turkey Day? How about Thanksgiving dinner on the train?

Thanksgiving Dinner on a Moving Train

Published on November 26, 2019, 06:42 PM
It was an early Thanksgiving for a few subway riders on Sunday night in New York City. They were
treated to an unexpected Thanksgiving treat when fellow straphangers busted out a full-course
meal on Sunday night.
In footage posted to social media (google Thanksgiving dinner on the subway), subway riders are
seen enjoying a holiday dinner from a table filled with Thanksgiving staples like turkey, mashed
potatoes, macaroni and champagne — all on a moving train. In one of the videos, posted to
Instagram, a woman with a large knife and fork is seen slicing up the turkey for anyone who wants a
slice.
“We planned this for three months,” Jodell Lewis, who came up with the idea, told WPIX. "I said 'let’s
take it to the train, let’s do Friendsgiving on the train.’ “And, for a whole hour Sunday evening, with
tables and decorations and while the train was making stops from Union Square to Broadway
Junction, dinner was served to commuters. “They were saying 'thank you' and 'the mac and cheese
is on point,'” Lewis said from Bedford stop in Williamsburg.
Brandi, "Chef B," Baxter, who has a local catering business, donated, and cooked all the food.
“The fact that we were able to give back like that was so dope,” she said.
While many were taking plates of food, others took out their phones to take video.
The heartwarming videos have now gone viral, but that’s not what made it special for Chef B, Lewis,
Dupree G.O.D, Idriss Alison-Konteh, Danny Duces, Daniel Jean, and Charles.
“The purpose of that video was to provide a good time to New Yorkers and give back to community,”
said Lewis.
For those who say it was dangerous to do on a moving train, the group told WPIX, “people flip and
dance on the train touching ceilings and stuff that’s dangerous, food on the train is not dangerous.”
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While NYC’s subway system may be known for many things, now, it’s known for something else,
something more positive: Thanksgiving on the train.
The group wants to make it an annual Thanksgiving tradition.
“It was definitely a bit of a stunt but these guys were really respectful of space,” a Reddit person
wrote. “They said it was an inclusive gesture to emphasize no one should go without food on
Thanksgiving. “They even handed out plates to everyone in the car The Reddit user even said there
were MTA employees around, but none seemed to have a problem with the makeshift dining area.
(It is legal to eat on the subway but not drink.)

And yet another way to celebrate Thanksgiving dinner on the train, the Napa
Valley Wine Train
The Thanksgiving menu features honey-roasted butternut squash bisque, roasted Diestel
Farms turkey, and local chorizo and herb stuffing prepared to order on the train. The Napa
Valley Wine Train Thanksgiving experience includes a splash of sparkling wine, multi-course
Thanksgiving feast and a 3.5-hour journey aboard the vintage train. It’s a mere $345 per person.

All Aboard!
Happy Turkey Day!

Diner Car Menu Item
By Mike Maline
Are you a true southerner? If so, you might recognize this dressing. This dressing’s flavor betrays
its origin. It derived from early French and Spanish influences in territory covered by the Texas &
Pacific Railway Diner Cars. Originating in a frontier town in Louisiana Purchase territory. I suspect
this dressing is not sold in King Soopers, Walmart nor Safeway. Bon Appetit!

Southern Salad Dressing
½ cup chili sauce
1 ½ green peppers
½ cup chili sauce
1 ½ green peppers
2 cups mayonnaise
2 hard-boiled eggs, diced
¼ cup white vinegar
½ Spanish pepper, diced
In a mixing bowl, mix chili sauce, mayonnaise, and vinegar well. Dice green peppers and deposit
them in a clean linen towel, squeezing the juice from them into dressing. Mix well, then add green
pepper, hard-boiled egg, and Spanish pepper. Put into a sealed container to chill 1 hour before
serving.
Before you Begin
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You’ll need: Medium mixing bowl, sealed 1-quart container
Preparation time: 30 minutes (plus 1 hour to chill)

Yield: 1 quart

Classified Ads
Free! – I have several back issues of Model Railroader that I would like to see have a new home. If
you would like to receive them, please contact me at dave@bristow-family.org
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We Sell-Buy-Trade Model Trains all Scales
Be buy collections large & small
New Address, New Expanded Store

Chapel Hills Mall
1710 Briargate Blvd Suite #500
Colorado Springs, CO 80920
2nd Floor above Dick's - Follow the Signs

Hours of Operation
Mon-Fri 1-6pm Sat 1-5pm Sun 1-4pm

Visit Roy’s Model Trains website
http://roysmodeltrains.com/
Email: aviationhistory@comcast.net

Phone: 719-728-0503 Leave a Message

COME VISIT US SOON!!
Watch for monthly Swap Meets

